the best way to practise your English

INNOVATIVE e-LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Serving the
learning
community

Our experience
in educational
software

For 30 years Binary Logic has worked at the forefront
of technology. We’ve made English language learning
personal, practical, flexible and fun through learning
experiences that are interactive and tailored to students’
specific needs.

The founders of Binary Logic are educators who decided
to incorporate technology early on as they saw the need
for new ways and methods to enrich the student's learning
experience.
Through our own English language schools and cooperation
with the editorial department of MM Publications, an
international ELT publisher in over 70 countries, we develop
solutions in real classroom conditions. It was the student's
needs which dictated the shape of our systems and with our
extensive experience in language educational technology
we are well positioned to meet the challenges of teaching
English in a wide variety of school environments.
There are more than 2,000 universities, language centres,
state and private schools in Europe, Middle East, Asia and
Latin America with computer labs using Belt Study System
and BELT Online.

Our know-how
at your service

Through all these years of working closely with schools,
Binary Logic has developed the most effective educational
and customer support services. Our network of well-trained
consultants provides all-year-round support to our business
partners and customers all over the world.
Our mission is to become the worldwide leader in the
field of English language learning solutions for schools and
educational institutions.

The BELT Online is the ideal companion
for the English language learner and
a valuable supplement to any English
language teaching course.

beltKindergarten

ELT

in the

21st century

For centuries learning has taken place in two
stages: the teacher presents the lesson and the
students must then practise what they have been
taught. Schools may provide high quality teaching
services but that is not enough. Students today
do not devote the necessary time and do not
have the appropriate means to practise English
at home. Schools can provide a solution to these
problems with the use of the BELT Online.
BELT Online allows local teachers to teach using
traditional materials while it provides extra
practice for students through the virtual native
English-speaking teacher. Through the blended
learning model, it leverages the best of traditional
and innovative learning solutions.

A wide range of exciting activities for
Kindergarten levels.

beltPrimary
Engaging material for students
in primary schools

beltSuccess
Designed for teenagers and adults
learning English as a foreign language

beltExams
Practice tests for B2 to C2
examination levels

I N N O VAT I V E
e-LEARNING
SOLUTIONS

What is
BELT Online

The new BELT Online is the ideal companion
for the English language learner and a valuable
supplement to any English language teaching
course.
BELT Online covers all the essential areas of
foreign language acquisition: reading, listening,
speaking, writing, grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation. Furthermore, it introduces and
develops the English language according to a
spiral, topic-based syllabus where meaning,
grammar, and communicative purposes are
woven together.
The constant exposure of the students to all
language skills is one of the advantages of
using BELT Online. We all know how difficult it
is for students to work on their own at home to
improve their skills and especially listening and
speaking skills.

The underlying
philosophy

BELT Online is based on extensive research,
multiple intelligence theory and neuro-linguistic
programming, and piloted in different types of
institutions worldwide. Its depth and flexibility
allow for its effective use in conjunction with
any ELT coursebook used in the classroom. It
is specifically designed for students who are
learning English as a foreign or second language
and can be used in schools, language centres
and universities around the world.

Advantages
for the students
Students gain greater
self-confidence.
Students learn self-reliance.
The environment helps
them to be extremely
productive.
Students work at their
own pace and can see their
results immediately.
Students can work anytime,
anywhere.
Students have a more
active role compared to
the role they have in the
classroom.
Students can work
without interruptions
and distractions.

When students are using BELT Online, they
are using a solution that incorporates 40 years
of teaching experience to students in hostile
linguistic environments. We are proud that we
are the only company that can truly say that.
in accordance with the
Common European Framework
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The aim of belt-Kindergarten is to make the
task of learning the language as enjoyable and
easy as possible for both young learners and
teachers. At these levels students get to know
Jingle and Tim, who along with a group of
children experience a variety of adventures.
The vocabulary and language structures are
presented through these adventures and are
practised through a wide range of activities
like games and songs. Available in 3 levels.

beltPrimary

It is specifically designed for young learners learning English as a
foreign or second language and can be used in schools worldwide.

6

includes six levels from early
Beginners to Pre-Intermediate

30to36

comprises 30 to 36 lessons
in each level

beltPrimary includes
Integrated skills Reading / Listening / Writing / Speaking / Grammar
Online picture dictionary
Student’s Workbook that is integrated into the program
Accent Trainer with voice recording and comparison
Interactive role-play
Topic related songs
Dictation in the Workbook or on the computer
Extra entertaining activities

beltPrimary

Student’sPack

the best way to practise your English

Student’s Guide
This user-friendly guide provides step-by-step
instructions for all types of activities and structures
included in Belt-Primary. The instructions are
accompanied by full colour illustrations and are
presented in a simple and attractive manner.
In this way students gain a better grasp of the
program.

Workbook
It includes activities based on the
vocabulary and grammar of the lesson
presented on the computer. The
workbook provides exercise formats
that cannot be easily transferred to
screen. All answers are checked by the
computer. The student can work on
these activities at home.

Glossary

Reader

It is a booklet that contains the glossary

A richly illustrated graded

of the corresponding Belt-Primary level.

reader is offered to the student

Students have the opportunity to access it

as supplementary reading

in the classroom or at home. For the first 3

material that can be used in the

levels the glossary is illustrated.

classroom or at home.

LessonStructure

beltPrimary

Let’s have a look at level 2. There are 18 topic-based,
two-lesson units. The activities in these 36 lessons
develop all skills and their format is similar to exam
formats. Special emphasis is placed on listening,
reading, grammar and speaking.

Presentation
The presentation is divided into three parts:
1. The first page presents new vocabulary. This facilitates
comprehension and communication.
The vocabulary presented is:
		 • functional, practical, and appropriate for each level.
		 • related to the topic of the unit.
		 • evenly spread out through each unit.
2. On the next page, students watch the dialogue without
seeing the text to practise their listening skills.
3. On the third page, students look, listen and read
simultaneously.

2

1

3

Exercise A

Exercise B

Students are exposed to both spoken and written
forms of every day language.

Students consolidate vocabulary and listen
to the dialogue for comprehension.

beltPrimary

LessonStructure

Exercise C

Exercise D

Students practise Reading Comprehension.

Students repeat the new vocabulary.

Exercise E
Grammar has already been presented in context
through the dialogue and, in this activity, students
are given additional opportunity for practice.

Exercise G
Students practise Listening Comprehension. All listening
tasks are related to the topic of the unit. There is a wide
variety of dialogue types and texts.

Exercise F
Students have the opportunity to develop and practise
their communication skills, dealing with real-life situations.

Exercise H
This section provides the presentation and practice of
individual sounds through pronunciation activities.

LessonStructure

beltPrimary

Exercise I
This activity develops writing skills and is usually a gap
filling exercise. The words are given and the students
must complete the gaps. The missing words test either
vocabulary, grammar or phrases already presented.

Exercise J

Exercise K

Roleplay

Workbook practice

Students use the workbook to read, practise
vocabulary and grammar and then complete the
activities on the computer.

Grammar
Glossary
Dictation

Workbook link

Students consolidate vocabulary and listen
to the dialogue for comprehension.

Students participate in the dialogue, record their
voices and compare their accent or pronunciation
with that of children who are native speakers.

The students always have access to the grammar for each level and the illustrated glossary with definitions
and more examples for extra exposure to the language. Grammar is presented through illustrations with
minimal use of rules. Everything has been recorded so students have the opportunity to both read and listen.

beltPrimary

Syllabus
Unit

01 Hello!

BELT Online material is based on a
well-organised syllabus and can be used
alongside any ELT coursebook used in the

02 At school

d friends
03 Family an

classroom. The content and the activities
included in the program take the individual
needs and interests of students at this
age group into account and lead to correct
usage and understanding of the language.

04 Let’s do it!
05 My things

06 Food
07 In town
08 A day out
you?
09 How are
10 People
11 Clothes

12 Work

13 Toys

Syllabus
Structures

Lesson

I’m / What’s

name?
A What’s your
you?
B How old are

numbers

/
What’s that?
What’s this? /
t colour is it?
a / an / Wha
u
that? / my/yo
Who’s / Who’s

?
A What’s this
ella
B It’s an umbr
A Who’s that?
best
B It’s Danny’s

friend.

A Jump, Max!
B Don’t run!
dog?
A Is that your
bear?
B Is it a teddy
uits.
A They are bisc
are they?
B What colour

Possessive ’s
Imperative

Imperative)
Don’t (Negative
/ Yes, it is. /
Is that your...?
i
s, it is. / No,
Is it a...? / Ye
t is it? / Wh
Plural -s / Wha
e they?
What colour ar

ve
Let’s + infiniti
A Let’s go!
e are
There’s / Ther
s.
op
sh
y
to
o
B There are tw
s, there is /
Is there? / Ye
r?
le
gg
A Is there a ju
there?
How many are
ns are there?
ui
ng
pe
y
an
m
B How
I’m not / Y
I’m / You ’re /
A I’m thirsty.
s, I am. /
Are you...? / Ye
?
B Are you cold
He’s / She’s
ball player
et
sk
ba
a
’s
A He
isn’t / Is
He isn’t / She
B Is he fat?
This is
w scar f.
A This is my ne
his / her
favourite hat.
r
he
is
at
Th
B
en’t / Th
We’re / We ar
.
es
rs
A We aren’t nu
s, we a
Are you...? / Ye
?
es
ak
sh
ilk
aren’t.
nana m
are. / No, they
B Are they ba
u got? /
What have yo
.
te
ki
a
A I’ve got
ven’t go
I’ve got / I ha
?
ke
bi
a
t
go
haven’t.
B Have you

14 At home
e body
15 Parts of th

the wardrobe.
A The bee’s in
jacket?
B Where’s my
or t hair.
A She’s got sh
big teeth.
B They’ve got

r
on / in / unde
Where
Where’s ...? /
t / He
He’s-She’s go
, he/s
No
/
s.
she ha

They
They’ve got /
n’t.
ve
ha
ey
/ No, th

beltResources
OnlineManagementPortal
comprehensive assessment system
BELT Online aims at providing parents and
teachers alike with feedback on the students’
performance anytime and anywhere. For this
reason it provides a comprehensive grade
management system through which language
teachers and supervisors can print detailed
reports, statistics and certificates of completion.

Benefits
for the school
Expands the school’s
curriculum to include a new
educational philosophy.
Updates the school’s
educational methods to
correspond with current
market trends.

Teacher’sPack

Improves the school’s image.
Consolidates the English

Detailed syllabus for each level

language teacher’s work.

Teacher’s account with access to
all levels

Offers a value-added service

Warm-up material for classroom
use
Writing activities
Teacher’s guide
Answer key and listening
transcripts

to the students.
Helps school achieve a
higher success rate in exams.

totalSupport
the best way to practise your English

Our know-how

and experience

at your

service

Having knowledge of all the facets of schools and
universities, Binary Logic has developed the most
effective educational and technical support services.
Through a network of well-trained consultants, we
provide all-year-round support to our customers all
over the world.
Our technical department is staffed with
people who have expert knowledge of software
applications as well as hardware troubleshooting
and provide telephone and email support during
the academic year.
Binary Logic makes every effort to update and
improve BELT Online, according to feedback and
suggestions from teachers and students.
At Binary Logic, we treat our customers primarily as
educational institutions and secondarily as business
organisations. This is the reason why Binary Logic is
the most successful company in the field.

educationaltechnology
e-learning | m-learning | blended learning | interactive whiteboards | emerging technologies | multimedia | online learning

Decades of experience and
expertise enable Binary Logic to
utilise advances in educational
technology and deliver quality
solutions that drive student
achievement.

educationaltechnology

learning
m-learning
blended learning
nteractive whiteboards
merging technologies
multimedia
online learning environment
virtual classroom
omputer-based testing
udent response systems
arning management systems

the best way to practise your English

environments | virtual classroom | computer-based testing | student response systems | learning management systems

Technology-based teaching and learning are integral parts
of education today. Binary Logic’s unique approach to a
blended learning environment is field-proven by the huge
success of Belt Study System and BELT Online in many
countries around the world.

INNOVATIVE e-LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Laconias 20 Alimos
17456 Greece

+30 210 9955604
+30 210 9938393
binarylogic.net
info@binarylogic.net
support@binarylogic.net
facebook.com/binarylogic
twitter.com/binarylogic

